From Ensemble to Orchestra
How agile thinking enabled us to preserve the strengths of a small company whilst
growing into a multinational organization.
Axel Teich, Ashok Mohan, Sebastian Becker

The challenge
As Ableton grew as a company, collaborating
effectively across different teams became vital in
order to succeed. We had to reorganize the work
of the controlling, finance and other teams outside
product development so we could hold on to our
entrepreneurial spirit while managing the challenges
of organizational growth.
The approach
Our teams adopted agile planning methods from the
bottom up, in order to align our priorities and focus
and overcome a phase of feeling overwhelmed by a
number of parallel growth-related works-in-progress.
The outcome
Our teams kept the dynamism and proactivity of our
start-up phase, while developing methods to deal
with the coordination and collaboration needed to
accommodate our increasingly specialized teams.

Abstract
What got you here won’t get you there: when a company
outgrows its startup phase and becomes an established
organization, its criteria of success often change. The
very behavior that once made it successful may be a
serious roadblock today.
While development and design teams frequently
embrace agile methods in their work, it is less commonly
used outside product development. By adopting agile
methodology in our finance teams, we have found a
powerful way of preserving some of the strengths of a
small company, while overcoming the challenges of
a grown organization. Here we will tell the story from
Ableton’s finance team’s perspective.
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Introduction

Taking small steps in many directions

First we present an overview of our working environment
to give you an idea of why the agile methodology was
effective in overcoming the challenges we were facing.
We go on to illustrate the impact of the changes we
made by example of an individual team member’s work,
before and after we adopted some new processes.
Finally, we have an in-depth look at the process of
change itself: how did we affect change, and what
provided us with the momentum we needed.

My name is Tim and I am a long-standing member of
Ableton’s finance team. Our fast growth presents me with
a continuous stream of new projects and challenges,
which I enjoy because I am constantly learning and
contributing to Ableton in novel ways. I really like my
work, but have been feeling a little overwhelmed of late.

Ableton’s working environment
Customer and product focus
Ableton makes Ableton Live, software for making
and performing music; Push, a hardware instrument;
and Link, a technology for jamming with laptops and
digital instruments. Our highest priority has always
been to create value for our customers. Improving our
administrative processes and backend infrastructure
did not receive sufficient attention and deteriorated
over time. This became a critical problem when we
established new entities and acquired Cycling ‘74,
with little time to adapt.
Growth
Ableton keeps growing organically, which leads to an
ever-increasing degree of complexity, such as a growing
range of products, more employees and offices, and
more varied distribution strategies. To meet our changing
requirements, such as setting up a scalable IT system or
transitioning to corporate reporting and group planning,
we needed a high degree of novel, non-recurring crossfunctional project work.
Legacy infrastructure
Our organizational structure, IT systems and internal
solutions have grown organically over the years. In
particular the self-built IT landscape for bookkeeping,
consolidation, reporting and analysis was in bad
shape, causing major and growing inefficiencies within
our teams.
Decision process
We embrace an inclusive decision-making process
that includes our employees’ diverse views. This does,
however, limit our ability to intervene top-down, can
add significant amounts of time to the process, and
makes the standardization required to grow in a scalable
manner particularly difficult to set up.
Interdependency
Ableton’s products are built to complement each other
and increase each other’s impact. Developing, refining
and marketing these products means managing a
lot of interdependencies, so we have a vital need for
coordination across our various teams.

Friday’s are no-meeting days for me. I have managed to
organize my week so that I take care of my operational
responsibilities from Monday through Thursday, and use
Friday for projects and opportunities that come up as the
company grows. I initially struggled to create this space
for myself. The maintenance of processes that my team is
responsible for takes a lot of time. This includes self-built
IT infrastructure for financial data, routine reports for
other teams, data requests and analytical support. I do
not mind the maintenance, but often my limited time only
allows for quick fixes of bigger problems.
On Fridays I like to clear my mind by taking 30 minutes
to process my inbox. Today there was just one new
request. One of my colleagues needed some analytical
support to learn about growth opportunities in Brazil. I
let him know that we could have a look the following
week, added an entry to my to-do list and got ready
to start.
In order to focus I decided to spend two hours each
on some recent projects: a workshop on aligning
revenue projections and sales targets, my proposal
for overhauling our cost center logic, and assessing
reporting implications of our new bookkeeping software.
At the end of the day I felt great. I had managed to make
progress on all projects, despite not receiving some
needed input from my colleagues on revenue and sales
interaction. Despite not getting much work done on it, I
had also managed to take a long-overdue look at our
personnel planning process.

An outside perspective on Tim’s work
While Tim works a lot – and feels productive – the
mindset that was once key to the success of the team,
coupled with the challenges of a growing company, has
now turned into a severe roadblock:
Startup mindset
Tim’s proactive attitude was valuable during Ableton’s
beginnings. His prompt support in the Brazil matter,
and the changes to personnel planning both appear to
move things forward. But there are some down-sides.
Tim’s colleagues get used to their last-minute requests
being handled promptly and do not plan ahead as they
otherwise might. Consequently it becomes difficult for
Tim to schedule effectively and much-needed time for
refining and developing processes is limited.
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Increased coordination
Tim used to work with few colleagues in a shared space.
As we grew, so did Tim’s team and its work became
increasingly specialized and interdependent. In Tim’s
example above, he needed his colleagues’ time and
input to make progress on financial projections and
sales targets. Since they were busy, he started work on
another project. What may seem productive at first leads
to multiple, unfinished projects running simultaneously.
This not only keeps Tim very busy, but also means
his colleagues’ projects that require his input do not
progress efficiently.
Prioritization
At Ableton, our work on products for customers is
often seen as more important than improving internal
processes. Tim’s impulse to answer his colleague’s
request regarding Brazil promptly – whilst admirable –
came at the cost of improving the personnel planning
process. This approach leads to less and less efficient
processes that take up more of everyone’s time. It may
seem obvious to focus on optimizing our processes first,
but it takes a holistic understanding of the situation to
come to this realization.

Agile to the rescue
Two and a half years after my no-meeting Friday, my
approach to scheduling and prioritizing work has

changed dramatically. At the start of a new quarter I am
able to study the projects proposed by my colleagues in
other Finance teams. We have detailed project profiles
that outline their purpose and expected outcomes,
and during the preparation phase for the quarter, my
colleagues will often approach me to understand the
impact of their projects on me and my team.
During a workshop at the start of the quarter, myself
and other commerce team managers will give quick
pitches of our projects to each other – concise versions
of the detailed project profiles. We share our reasoning
for considering the work a must, could or should, and
create an initial prioritization. It is liberating to see that
very few projects are truly a must – which we define
as business critical – and most are simply opportunities
that we are very keen to proceed with. At this point we
refine our priorities from the initial list. We apply some
agile methodologies like magic prioritization, and only
discuss projects that require it, emerging with a list of
proposed projects for the quarter that is ordered by
relative priority. The preparation phase means that
each team is aware of their required commitment for
each project.
The next step is to plan my team’s work. Only once we
have planned our work for the quarter – in a teamspecific and cross-functional way – are we able to say
how much work we can commit to. We cannot change

Commerce Division (cross-functional)

Quarterly
Planning

Monthly
Standup

Quarterly review

Finance Department

Groom

Clarify scope (what, why)
Clarify participants needs

Prioritize

Magic prioritization strategic
Commerce priorities

Status update

Update each epic:
Any delays? In progress?

Impediments

Surface and address main
impediment

Review

Understand achievement
and progress on high level

Key value contribution of planning for finance:
• Platform that gives equal chance to make the case for „backend“ /
„admin“ work, e.g. improvement of existing system and reporting
landscape to avoid future bottlenecks due to an infrastructure that
doesn‘t scale – may be more important than even more growth!
• Transparency creates accountability for cross-functional commitments
• Allow for structured challenge of prioritization criteria
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Info box: Epic profiles and quick pitches
Prior to prioritization of the work packages for the quarter,
so-called epics, all proposed epics are presented to
all stakeholders as quick pitches. That is, thirty second
summaries of why the epic is needed and what the concrete
expected outcome is. The aim is transparency to enable
joint prioritization.
Alongside those quick pitches, detailed epic pages
including additional details such as a concrete roadmap,
step plan or the required stakeholders are made available in
a central space. Much discussion of scope and participants
already happens in the days before the quick pitches, as
these pages are created and shared.

An examplary quick pitch:
Establish Navision as ERP module that holds all bookkeeping data
Purpose: Bookkeeping data for Ableton’s entities lives in three
distinct software solutions. While we agreed that standardization
does not make sense yet, we do need to transfer all data to a single
system at month-end to allow for a scalable standardized reporting
and consolidation going forward.
Expected outcome: By end of quarter, we have established the
month-end process that transfers all entities’ bookkeeping data into
Navision. This does not yet include consolidation.
Stakeholders: Accounting, Group Accounting, Management
Accounting, IT, external service provider

Info box: Prioritization
The prioritization used is a simple must-should-could-won’t
they do not agree with the priority into the category
prioritization. Only ‘must’ is strictly defined as business
they themselves see fit. Often cards remain within that
critical – e.g. major financial risks, compliance risks. The
new category. Only those that are moved back and
strict definition makes sure to not overwhelm the teams with
forth due to strong opinions are moved to a “to-be‘pseudo-must’ epics. Only those that are truly inevitable are
discussed” box.
marked as must. After each quick pitch, the owner of the • Eventually, each to-be-discussed epic gets addressed.
epic places an A6 card with the quick pitch on a prepared
Stakeholders explain how they arrive at their priority,
whiteboard into the category he or she sees fit.
e.g. “I do think that there is a significant cost of delaying
Once all cards (ca. 20-50) have been placed, the team
the infrastructure work another quarter. The more entities
uses magic prioritization to reach a shared understanding
we have set up, the more costly alignment will become.”
of priorities in very limited time:
More often than not, new information is surfaced from the
• For 5-10 min, all stakeholders step towards the
different viewpoints and a shared priority can be reached.
whiteboard and silently move any card, for which
A typical board after the discussion could look as follows:

Won’t

Could

Should

Must

Implement JIRA incoming
invoice interface
Scalable IT system setup

Introduce Tableau-based
Executive Reporting
Scalable IT system setup

Assess Live 10 release impact
Analysis

Hire a group accountant
Capacity and staffing

Introduce inter-company
reconciliation
Transition to corporate reporting

Introduce standardized internal
group P&L statement
Transition to corporate reporting

Understand required changes
to transfer pricing
Growth: compliance

Migrate payroll data to Personio
Scalable IT system setup

Finalize roll-out of synced global
accounting procedures
Transition to corporate reporting

Explore Finance implications
of Loop conference in LA
Growth: cross-functional requests

Agree on approach to go
direct-to-dealer in Japan
Growth: cross-functional requests

Establish Navision as ERP module
that holds all bookkeeping data
Scalable IT system setup

Tax registration in Taiwan
for digital sales
Growth: compliance

the relative priority of cross-functional projects, but we
do decide on our capacity to be involved. Our decisions
are then fed back to a cross-functional steering group
that confirms the plan for the quarter.
Recently, one of my colleagues approached me with
an initiative they had been working on: gift cards for

web shop customers. My colleague was not aware of
the implications for the finance team, so we sat down to
update the project profile and compared the project to
the work we had already committed to for the quarter.
In the end we decided that it was not necessary to reprioritize and that the project would be proposed again
at the start of the next quarter.
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So what has changed?
Most notably, the process has changed: instead of
taking initiative and starting new tasks independently,
Tim and his colleagues now decide collectively which
projects to pursue. Some aspects of their new approach
deserve a closer look:
Transparency
Throughout the quarterly cycle our teams make jobs
and their priority transparent through project profiles.
This helps Tim and his colleagues to understand the
content and purpose of all tasks. They work in twoweek iterations – sprints – and after each sprint they
can provide feedback on the project. At the end of
each month they examine the progress made in a
sprint review.
Mindset
Our finance teams have begun to understand their work
within a larger context – holistically – due to their shared
accountability and ownership of projects. They are clear
on the purpose and extent of their own work, as well as
that of their colleagues.
The iterative approach – continually examining
progress and adapting – encourages our teams to
aim for continuous improvement, rather than a perfect
end goal.
Effects
Tim and his colleagues can challenge priorities they do
not agree with in the bi-weekly and monthly reviews.
They work with greater focus and tackle problems
effectively because the scope of each project was set
early on, which leads to a realistic estimate of how much
work they can commit to. Fewer, and more relevant
projects are thus committed to, and our teams avoid
running into bottlenecks.

Strengths & Challenges
Here are some of the challenges that arose as we
became a bigger company:
• Our internal infrastructure, such as bookkeeping
and analytical software, is now used by a lot more
people and therefore needs to be designed well,
and in robust and scalable ways.
• We needed more coordination and better
collaboration between our increasingly specialized
employees: What was formerly done by one
broadly skilled management accountant, is now
split across a data integration engineer, a group
accountant and a financial analyst.
• Implementing changes became harder the more
people we employed. Not only do our projects
involve more people, but more people also means
an ever-increasing amount of new ideas.

At the same time, we knew we wanted to hold on to
some vital strengths from when we were smaller:
• A proactive mindset that challenges the status quo
and actively seeks improvement.
• Implementing new ideas quickly and not planning
years ahead.
• A collaborative approach and a sense that we are
building something together.
The new approach helps Tim and his colleagues to
tackle the challenges we face as Ableton grows. They
can focus on fewer and more relevant projects instead
of starting multiple parallel works-in-progress that they
do not have the capacity to design from the bottom up
and follow up throughout. Pilot programs and testing
have replaced theoretic discussion about the value
of projects for initiating major changes. At the same time
they have managed to preserve a proactive mindset,
a collaborative spirit and can react to new challenges
quickly.

Affecting change
Ableton’s software development teams adopted Scrum
– an agile framework – back in 2008 in response to a
product quality crisis. Our internal IT teams were also
quick to use the new methods. However, they remained
the only practitioners for a long time.
With the added complexity that comes with growth,
our finance teams were struggling to implement the
changes they saw as necessary. They had built a
substantial amount of systems and infrastructure that noone fully grasped anymore: Were the monthly reports
for sales really needed? Should the controlling team
really be building the data infrastructure themselves?
They were also facing unique challenges, such as
setting up subsidiaries and permanent establishments,
standardizing bookkeeping for Ableton globally, and
developing financial projection and analysis to suit our
decision-making processes, which are shared and not
driven by financials.
Our teams increasingly found themselves overworked;
delivering quick fixes rather than thought-out solutions
and trying to meet every request put to them. They were
initially convinced that their work was too complex to
effectively plan; that agile methods could not be applied
to their particular challenges.
In one quarterly planning session we asked our IT and
Finance teams why they could not meet their colleagues’
requests. The IT team member had a simple answer: their
capacity – measured in so-called story points – was
already committed to other work. If the requests were
more important than the work already committed to, then
we could meet and take another look at our priorities.
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The finance team member was also convinced that they
were incapable of taking on more work, believing the
team to be overwhelmed with other requests. But since
they did not have a system in place that could help them
assert this view convincingly, they ended up taking on
additional work.
We sought the help of coaches that had helped
companies adopt agile methods before and knew how
to overcome the initial suspicion of our teams. They taught
our teams how to slice their work, estimate capacity
using story points and plan their sprints and quarters.
Soon, supply chain management, sales and finance,
as well as facility management teams had adopted
agile methods. With expert help from the coaches, our
overwhelmed and overworked teams began to see the
benefits of agile planning. Many felt empowered and
the initial skepticism faded.
Despite the progress, we faced another, growing
challenge. The teams were still overwhelmed with
work. They had a better grasp of their own capacities
and began to see how little progress was made on the
projects they would start. As an attempt to make some
meaningful headway, they would start more and more
projects. Consequently, much work was started and little
was finished.
A sense of much work and little progress was shared
across the teams. As a result, for the first time in Ableton’s
history, all our middle-managers of the teams with the
most challenging interdepencies met with the intent to
face and solve the problem. Too many projects running
in parallel was voted the biggest obstacle, closely
followed by teams setting their priorities without regard
to other teams.
The meeting gave birth to the Commerce Steering
Initiative. Its purpose is to align priorities across teams
and reduce the number of projects running at the same
time. To this end, teams bring proposals that require
outside contributions for the upcoming quarter to the
steering meeting. Project profiles make transparent why
a project is relevant to Ableton, what the expected
outcome is, who is needed to what extent and how a
project team will work together. The cross-functional
group of managers jointly prioritizes the proposals
based on the project profiles and aligns priorities,
ensuring that all teams are aware of what is needed and
what they are expected to contribute.
Over time, a continuous improvement loop became an
essential part of the process:
• Teams became much better at phrasing – and
therefore understanding – expected outcomes and
purposes.
• Less work was started and left unfinished because
of a sharpened awareness of capacities.

Sizing of epics
For sizing, a very similar procedure – magic sizing – is
used. To quantify size so-called story points are used.
Story points are measured on a discrete scale, based on
the Fibonacci sequence. The numbers have no inherent
meaning. The teams develop their own understand
over time of what these numbers mean in terms of real
work: what is “an 8”, what kind of epic scope could be
considered “a 21”?
For the magic sizing:
• Few finished epics from the former quarter are first
placed on a Fibonacci scale. They serve as reference
point. Then, all new epics are initially placed by their
owner into the size category they see fit. The idea is to
assess the size relative to other work.
• Then, the stakeholders silently move epics in case they
disagree with the proposed sizing. Those that move
back and forth and therefore need discussion are
singled out and discussed individually once the silent
phase is over. Often these discussions bring up either
a misunderstanding of the actual scope of the epic or
a stakeholder has thought of additional complexities
the owner had not had in mind. In either case, the
understanding of the size of the work is improved.
• Finally, the overall sum of the size of all planned epics is
compared to the capacity of the team, called “velocity”.
Initially these sizes and velocity will vary widely and
be of limited use for actual capacity planning. Over a
couple of quarters though, the team develops a shared
idea of what the sizes mean in terms of work and get an
increasingly improved idea of their own capacity.

Sprint breakdown
Epics refer to a chunk of work to be completed during the
following quarter. Throughout the quarter, work is planned
in sprints, i.e. two week planning periods or iterations. To
make the planning concrete, the team breaks down the
quarterly epics into sprint stories for the quarter. The idea
is to have a concrete piece of work that can be finished
within a two week timeframe.
An example: Roll-out of new finance team structure, roles
and interaction
Sprint 1: Finance Leadership team has prepared roll-out
communication to finance department
Sprint 2: All-department introductory workshop and
follow-up conversations
Sprint 3: Agree on company-wide communication of
changes with executive team
Sprint 4: —
Sprint 5: Workshop: Check-in finance leadership team
to assess success of roll-out and to determine next steps
for following quarter
Spint 6: —
These sprint stories are then brought into the bi-weekly
planning sessions where they are broken down to the level
of concrete tasks.
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• Joint priorities create a shared vision and the
steering group addresses major impediments to
their work jointly, allowing us to tackle systemic
problems effectively.
Having established our steering groups, we believe we
have reached the limits of what process changes can
achieve. We are convinced that a larger reorganization
is necessary to truly transform the way we work. To this
end we formed an initial working group with leaders
from diverse functions, including executives, to find a
novel solution to organize around cross-functional teams
that can deliver end-to-end with few dependencies. This
work is in progress and we will start making changes in
early 2019.
If you are curious about the details of the processes
laid out in this article, feel free to get in touch with us at
axel.teich@ableton.com.
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